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Nova Scotia – Some Lessons 
Learned in Protected Areas Planning

David MacKinnon, Protected Areas Branch

Nova Scotia Environment

Land Ownership

• 5,528,000 ha

– 27.5% Provincial Crown land (green)

– 2.5% Federal Crown land

– 70% Private land
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Protected area commitments

• 1992 Tri-Council Statement of Commitment
– A representative terrestrial network by 2000

– In 1998, we reached 8.0% (IUCN I, II, III)

Colin Stewart Forest Forum
Origins:

• Reducing conflict in the woods and on the 
streets (and in the legislature)
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Colin Stewart Forest Forum partners
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Protected area commitments

• 1992 Tri-Council Statement of Commitment
– A representative terrestrial network by 2000
– In 1998, we reached 8.0% (IUCN I, II, III)

• 2005 Green Plan
– Work toward a comprehensive system

• 2007 Environmental Goals and Sustainable Prosperity Act 
(EGSPA)
– Ensure 12% of land area is “legally protected” by 2015
– (IUCN I, II, III)

SET TARGETS

• NS:  In Spring 2007, legal target set to reach 12% by 2015 
(IUCN I, II, and III)

• March 2007 - $27 million conservation land purchase

• March 2008 - $23.4 million NS Crown Share Land Legacy 
Trust

• November 2008 – Conservation Property Tax Exemption 
Act

• September 2009 - $75 million allocated for land purchase 
(by March 2010) to meet 12%-by-2015 target

• March 2007 to October 2009 – 26,000 ha of new protected 
areas;   from 8.2% to 8.7%

• Process adapted to target
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Unprotected Provincial Land

TOTAL 91.8% (5 049 000 hectares)

Legally Protected Land

in Nova Scotia

TOTAL – 8.2% (450 696 hectares)

- wilderness areas (295 401 ha)

- nature reserves (4 000 ha) 

- larger provincial parks (10 544 ha)

- national parks (134 978 ha)

- national wildlife areas (2 397 ha)

- land trust lands (3 376 ha)

To meet 12% target

Protect an additional 3.8% (212 000 hectares)

Scientific Framework

• A defensible ecological framework is 
fundamental

• It allows you to make clear that you are 
targeting the best of what’s needed for 
protection, not just choosing sites randomly 
(or out of spite)

• It shows why you can’t complete your 
system with just low-hanging fruit
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Landscape representation
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Protected Areas Will Have Impacts

• Creating quality protected areas usually involves 
preventing access to resources by vested interests

• Be sincere in efforts to minimize unnecessary 
impact, but don’t expect to have no impacts

• Don’t fill your system with low-hanging fruit –
does not lead to ‘certainty’

• Build your case on the concept of ‘certainty’ – not 
‘no impact’
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Corollary (?)

• If your protected areas don’t impact any 
resource users/uses:
– maybe they’re not be in the right places

– maybe they’re not be protected

Red Herrings (?)

• The Need For Balance
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Balance in the Marine Environment

0.5%99.5%

Red Herrings (?)

• Marine ecosystems are fundamentally 
different from terrestrial ones, and standards 
for their protection should be weaker
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Oxymoron (?)

• Exploited ecosystems are representative

Standards of Protection

• Seek and maintain a high standard of protection – don’t 
water down what “protected area” means

• Reporting false progress is worse than reporting no 
progress
– undermines other jurisdictions
– reduces political pressure for progress
– sacrifices the representation objective

• There will always be pressure to count ‘everything’ as 
protected areas (falsely inflate the numbers)

• Fight this strategy on the grounds of international 
credibility, ecosystem integrity, benchmark value

• Support 3rd-party scrutinty (e.g., independent audit 
processes)
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What IS a Protected Area in NS?
Standards 
- Areas especially dedicated to the protection of nature
- Legally protected
- Permanent
- Long-term management free of industrial uses
- IUCN I, II, or III
- 3rd party (NGO) recognition

Properties which contribute to protected area objectives and are dedicated
in perpetuity as natural areas for the protection and maintenance of
biodiversity and natural processes, and are managed by legal or other
effective means.

- Wilderness Areas (Crown and Private)
- Nature Reserves (Crown and Private)
- National Parks
- Some Provincial Parks (protection-oriented)
- Some Conservation Easements (strongly protective)
- Some land trust lands (held for protection)
- National Wildlife Areas (depending on regulations)

Respect each others’ interests 
(compensation & mitigation)

• Don’t expect to get much for free
• Consider a rights-assembly approach (vs. 

land assembly)
• Instead of buying property, you may need to 

buy back rights that have been granted
• There are broad public benefits of PAs
• But the cost may fall disproportionately on 

a small % of the population
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Encourage practical positioning

• Not “We need every square inch for 
resource exploitation”

• Not “We need 20 years and $20 billion to 
explore this area”

• Switch to “Where are our areas of highest 
potential, and can we avoid overlap without 
sacrificing each others’ interests?”
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The Value of Certainty and 
Uncertainty

• Uncertainty, brought on by a shift in the balance 
of power, can bring opposing interests to the table 
in grudging respect of each others’ influence on 
political decision-making

• Certainty can become the goal that opposing 
interests seek, leading them to recognize and 
respect each others’ interests, and work out 
compromise solutions

Power – Building Alliances 
and Political Will

• Build alliances with those sharing a common 
interest (even if you disagree on other things) –
broaden your base of support

• Eliminate the perceived urban vs. rural and 
environment vs. economy splits (they are often 
false)

• Pictures are worth thousands of words
• Process is important – fair, open, and transparent -

but political will needs to have been built so 
questions are framed in your favour
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CS Forest Forum
review & advice

Public Consultation

Stakeholder Round
Table Workshops

Rightsholder /
Stakeholder 

Bilateral Meetings

Socioeconomic Analysis

Proposal Review
(Working Document)

Final Protected Areas Plan

Draft Protected Areas Plan

Planning Process 
- Targets, goals, and objectives
- Gap Analysis
- Wood supply mitigation

Objectives & Interests
- Scientific Criteria / Gaps
- Resource Sector
- Social/Recreational
- Economic

Government

Proposal 
Completion of Protected Areas System

Mitigation of wood supply & cost impacts

CS Forest Forum

(Integrate interests
not covered in

Forestry Forum
process)

Public & Stakeholders

Proposed ProcessProposed Process

Made-In-Nova-Scotia
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Reward and Punishment

• Don’t criticize, even in a backhanded way, good 
news

• Politicians thrive on good news
• They are people who have to make tough 

decisions
• They can never please everybody, so when they 

make a decision in your favour (even if it’s not 
everything you wanted), be profuse, unqualified, 
loud, and very public in your appreciation

• Get your politicians addicted to good news
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Pictures Are Worth Thousands of 
Words

• Or $125 million over 2 years

Coastal Lands
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are mostly 
privately 
owned

are mostly 
privately 
owned

(Crown lands in 
yellow)
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land capability comparison: protected vs. not protected
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